
DefenceSynergia – Maritime Support. The Royal Fleet Auxiliary Government
plans. Is it enough?

The Royal Fleet Auxiliary [RFA] is the maritime logistics side: fuel, ammunition, 
food and medical of the Royal Navy [RN] at sea and it also transports Royal Marines 
[RM], British Army and Royal Air Force personnel and equipment on operations and 
exercises. Merchant Navy personnel primarily man the RFA.

As the RN has reduced in size over the past decades, Her Majesty's Government
[HMG] of the day has relied increasingly upon the RFA ships to undertake UK 
presence, disaster relief, and constabulary duties in lieu of warships. Despite this the 
numbers of RFA platforms have reduced.

The situation in 2012 versus the current state of play with the RFA. 

Below is the Ministry of Defence [MOD] reported RFA strength in 2012.

In 2012, there were 13 ships in service with the RFA and an additional 6 Point 
class sealift ships available to the MoD under a long-term Private Finance Initiative 
[PFI] - 19 RFA and Contract ships to support the British Armed Forces.

The total displacement of the RFA and Contract shipping at that time was circa 
430,000 tonnes if the 6 Point class are included. [In February 2012 it was announced 
that the new Military Afloat Reach and Sustainability [MARS] class tankers had been 
ordered by the MoD, but they are not represented in the table below as they were not 
delivered until 2017:

Class Picture Type Ships Displacement Note

Wave-class
Replenishment 

oiler

RFA Wave Knight

(A389)

RFA Wave Ruler 

(A390)

31,500 tonnes

Rover-class
Replenishment 

oiler

RFA Gold Rover 

(A271)

RFA Black Rover 

(A273)

16,160 tonnes

to be replaced

by MARS class

tankers from 

2016

Leaf-class
Replenishment

oiler

RFA Orangeleaf

(A110)
37,874 tonnes

to be 

replaced by 

MARS class 

tankers from

2016



Fort 

Rosalie-

class

Replenishment 

ship

RFA Fort Rosalie 

(A385)

RFA Fort Austin 

(A386)

23,384 tonnes

to be replaced

by the "MARS 

SSS" 

procurement 

programme 

post 2020. 

Forms part of 

the core 10-

year budget 

for 3 vessels.

Fort 

Victoria-

class

Replenishment 

ship

RFA Fort Victoria 

(A387)
33,675 tonnes

to be replaced

by the "MARS 

SSS" 

procurement 

programme 

post 2020. 

Forms part of 

the core 10-

year budget 

for 3 vessels.

Aviation training

& Primary 

Casualty 

Receiving Ship

RFA Argus 

(A135)
28,081 tonnes

Forward repair 

ship

RFA Diligence 

(A123)
10,853 tonnes

Bay-class
Landing ship 

dock (LSD)

RFA Lyme Bay 

(L3007)

RFA Mounts Bay 

(L3008)

RFA Cardigan 

Bay (L3009)

16,160 tonnes

Point-class Sealift

MV Hurst Point

MV Eddystone

MV Longstone

MV Beachy Head

MV Hartland 

Point

MV Anvil Point

23,000 tonnes

By 2022 the 19 RFA/Contract support vessels which had supported the British 
Global Military presence up to SDSR 2015 had been reduced to 11 RFA and 4 Point 
Class contract vessels – 15 in all. 

HMG's Global Britain policy was yet another military promise 'more honoured in 
the breach than the observance'! 



This prompted DS to review the current state of the RFA and list the various 
ships by class and circumstance below with references to their in-service dates (ISD), 
out of service dates (OSD) plans and their specifications.

CURRENT SPECIFICATIONS OF ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARIES IN SERVICE

RFA TIDERACE 

TIDE CLASS FLEET TANKERS.

RFA TIDESPRING [2017] A136     DAEWOO SHIPBUILDING      ISD 27/11/2017
RFA TIDERACE [2018]    A137     DAEWOO SHIPBUILDING      ISD 02/08/2018      
RFA TIDESURGE [2018]  A138     DAEWOO SHIPBUILDING      ISD 20/02/2019
RFA TIDEFORCE [2019]  A139      DAEWOO SHIPBUILDING     ISD 30/07/2019

Displacement: 39,000 tonnes [full load] Dimensions: 200.9 x 28.6 x 10m 
Machinery: 2 Wȁrtsilȁ diesels, 20,394hp; 2 shafts Speed 26.8 knots. Aircraft: 1 Merlin 
or 1 Wildcat. Despite being built in Korea the ‘outfitting’ was done in the UK 

Each vessel has three abeam Replenishment at Sea [RAS] stations, one to port
and two to starboard. An over the stern fuelling system is yet to be installed. The
abeam rigs can deliver diesel oil, aviation spirit and fresh water. Helicopters can be
used for vertical replenishment [Vertrep] up to circa 2 tonnes. Up to eight TWENTY
FOOT EQUIVALENT UNIT [TEU] containers can be carried abaft the foredeck under the
large forward crane. These can be refrigerated boxes [Reefers] as required. The fuel
delivery rate is a maximum of 800 cubic metres per hour if required. 

Current status

RFA TIDESPRING is in refit after CSG21 at Cammell Laird’s in Birkenhead. The
other three 'Tide’ Class are all operational as of March 2022.



RFA WAVE RULER

WAVE CLASS FLEET TANKERS.

RFA WAVE KNIGHT [2002] A389      BAE SYSTEMS BARROW      ISD 2002
RFA WAVE RULER   [2002] A390      BAE SYSTEMS BARROW     ISD 2002

Displacement:  31,500  tonnes  [full  load]  Dimensions:  196.5  x  28.25  x  10m
Machinery: Diesel-electric: 4 Wȁrtsilȁ DG, 25,514hp; 2 GEC Alstom motors, 19,040hp;
1 shaft;  bow and stern thrusters.  Speed: 18 knots.  Aircraft:  Can accommodate 2
Merlins. 

Each vessel has three abeam RAS stations, one to starboard and two to port,
plus a Hudson reel system for astern refuelling. They have a large hangar and can
carry 915 tonnes of dry stores. These ships have modern medical facilities and can
carry eight TEU refrigerated containers. 

Current status

RFA WAVE RULER has been laid up for circa 4 years since her last refit. RFA
WAVE KNIGHT is  currently  de-storing at  Portsmouth prior  to  being laid  up in  low
category reserve. It is expected that both these ships will be disposed of soon. 

NB: Both Tide and Wave Class tankers are of double hull construction required by
 International  Convention  for  the  Prevention  of  Pollution  from  Ships,  [MARPOL]
regulations.



.

RFA FORT VICTORIA.

FORT CLASS ONE STOP REPLENISHMENT SHIP.

There were two ships of this class however, RFA FORT GEORGE was disposed of
as a defence economy in SDSR 2010. They were originally designed to support the
Type 23 frigate and it was assumed that these ships would not maintain their own
helicopters. As such, they were designated as Auxiliary Oiler Replenishment [AORs],
but as the design of the Type 23 matured this AOR requirement proved unnecessary.
The  Fort  Class  became,  effectively,  armament,  food,  explosives,  and  stores  ships
[AFES] in support of the Invincible class carriers. RFA FORT GEORGE was dedicated to
HMS ARK ROYAL, which before SDSR 2010, was intended to regenerate Carrier Strike
with Harrier aircraft in preparation for the introduction to the fleet of the QE Class
carriers we have today. 

RFA FORT VICTORIA [1992], A387 HARLAND & WOLFF, BELFAST, ISD 2003.

Displacement:  33,675  tonnes  Dimensions:  204  x  30  x  9m  Machinery:  2
Crossley-Pielstick V-16 diesels, 23,904hp; 2 shafts Speed: 20 knots. Aircraft: 3 Merlin
or 5 Wildcat helicopters. 

During a major refit in 2018, her fuel tanks were double hulled to meet current
 MARPOL regulations. She has four dual purpose RAS rigs, [two on each side], plus a
Hudson reel for astern fuelling. Liquid cargo capacity as built was 10,000 cubic meters
which will be slightly reduced because of the hull modification. Her dry cargo capacity
is 3,000 cubic metres, including munitions. There is a 12-bed hospital on-board. In
2020, Cammell Laird completed the ship’s 30-year Special Survey, and at that time a
new hangar crane was installed.



Current status

RFA FORT VICTORIA visited Glen Mallan early in March to de-ammunition, and
then proceeded to the Fuel depot at Loch Striven to discharge her fuel oil.  It was
stated that she would be out of service for most of 2022, and it is assumed she will
shortly move to Birkenhead for refit. This is intended to extend her life until 2028.

RFA LYME BAY DOCKED DOWN TO RECEIVE LANDING CRAFT.

BAY CLASS LANDING SHIP DOCK [AUXILIARY]

RFA LYME BAY [2007] L3007                  SWAN HUNTER TYNE           ISD 2007
RFA MOUNTS BAY [2006] L3008           BAE SYSTEMS GLASGOW       ISD 2006
RFA CARDIGAN BAY [2007] L3009        BAE SYSTEMS GLASGOW       ISD 2007

NB: A fourth vessel, RFA LARGS BAY, was sold to Australia after the 2010
SDR, and is now HMAS CHOULES.

Displacement: 16,190 tonnes. Dimensions: 176.6 x 26.4 x 5.8m Machinery:
Diesel-electric; 2 Wȁrtsilȁ 8L26 dg, 6,000hp; 2 Wȁrtsilȁ 12V26 dg, 9,000hp, 2 azimuth
thrusters; I bow thruster. Speed 18 knots. Versatile amphibious landing ships which
can off-load personnel and armoured vehicles by using their on-board Landing Craft
Vehicle personnel [LCVP], Landing Craft Utility [LCU] vessels or MEXEFLOTE. 

Current status

One LSD is deployed to the Persian Gulf to function as support ship to UK Mine
Countermeasure Vessels [Operation Kipion] in the region. One LSD is to be converted
to function as a support ship in the delivery of “a more agile and lethal littoral strike
capability”. It is unknown yet which vessel will be converted.



RFA LYME BAY has recently completed her refit at A & P Falmouth, and after
trials will be returned to operational activity. It is reported that one will deploy to the
Indo-Pacific region in 2023.

RFA ARGUS UNDERWAY IN PLYMOUTH SOUND.

PRIMARY CASUALTY RECEIVING SHIP/AVIATION TRAINING SHIP.

RFA ARGUS [1981] A135     CANTIERI NAVALI BREDA     ISD 1981.

Built as a container ship [1,108 TEU capacity] and named CONTENDER BEZANT,
she was a Ship Taken Up from Trade during Operation Corporate. She was converted
by Harland & Wolff in Belfast into an Aviation Training Ship [ATS] with a 369 x 92-foot
flight deck [1987-88]. Since then, RFA ARGUS has become the UK’s Primary Casualty
Receiving Ship [PCRS]. In her current role she has a 100-bed medical facility complete
with  CT  scanner,  radiology  research  facility  and  dentistry  and  normal  operating
theatres.  This  facility  requires  up  to  250  doctors,  nurses,  and  support  staff,  and
contains casualty reception, triage, resuscitation and holding units, plus the operating
theatres described above.

Displacement:  28,481 tonnes  [full  load]  Dimensions:  175.1  x  30.4  x  8.1m.
Machinery: 2 Lindholmen Pielstick 18 PC2.5V diesels,  23,400hp. 2 shafts and bow
thruster. Speed: 18 knots. Aircraft: Up to 6 Merlin helicopters. 

Current status

Operational. She is currently due to be withdrawn in 2024 without replacement.
There  have been rumours  that  one of  the  new AFES may be fitted  with  medical
facilities. 

POINT Class Vessels

As briefly described above the MOD contracted by way of a PFI for six POINT
Class vessels in 2002. Two of these vessels were released leaving four to support UK
Defence Policy. Time will tell if this reduction in sea lift capacity was prudent.



However, should MOD wish to use Ships Taken Up From Trade [STUFT] tankers
as a supplement to construction to top up Fleet tankers, then it must ensure that they
can accept the RFA's gear. It was easier in the past: original ‘WAVE Class had a 70-
foot-long derrick supported by topping lift wires etc. This evolved into the crane [vice
the derrick] used by the first TIDE class, and by ROVER and LEAF classes. Present
gear is much more sophisticated, however.

CONCLUSION

It  is  to  be hoped that the situation faced by NATO because of  the Russian
Federation’s invasion of Ukraine will act as a wake-up call to UK politicians. Since the
fall  of  the Berlin  Wall,  successive administrations have used the “peace dividend”,
more imagined than real, as an excuse to cut all branches of the United Kingdom’s
armed forces. Thus, the possibility of wars or other conflicts have been described as
“unlikely” or “decades away”. This position is, patently, no longer tenable. 

The UK government has plans for a capable Royal Navy that has ambitions to
field two strike carrier groups, but do not have the logistics, or Air Groups, to do so.
The tables  above demonstrate how limited is  the fuel  replenishment capacity and
other stores and services are vulnerable to reliability breakdowns with no reserves. 

Years of procrastination have resulted in the MOD having a single solid stores
ship, RFA FORT VICTORIA [now 30 years old] and she will be unavailable for the rest
of 2022 as she will be in refit to prolong her life by another six years. 

With  RFA WAVE KNIGHT being  placed in  'unmaintained reserve'  the  logistic
support for the transfer of liquids to the fleet rests solely with three of the four Tide
Class fleet tankers as RFA TIDESPRING is refitting at Birkenhead. Should two carriers
be operational, two Tide Class ships will be required to support the task force. They
each carry 24,000 cubic metres of cargo, but operational requirements of a carrier
flying aircraft and the fuel needs of escorts mean that the fleet tankers will require
topping up [pump overs] at sea. 

The RFA are fully capable of conducting this type of operation but with only four
tankers  in  the  2022 fleet  it  must  be recognised  that  this  could  become a critical
problem. During Operation Corporate to recover the Falkland Islands in 1982 ten RFA
tankers, and ten commercial tankers taken up from trade were required. 

Finally, with the loss of RFA DILIGENCE there is no fleet repair ship or afloat
support to RN SSNs on distant deployment. RFA ARGUS, our only casualty reception
ship, is to be withdrawn without replacement in two years’ time. 

“For  want  of  a  nail,  the  war  was  lost”.  Without  logistic  support,  as  was
demonstrated in the Pacific Campaign in World War 2, a protracted sea campaign will
simply fail. The UK support fleet lacks resilience and has no reserves.

'Logistics is the stem without which the flower of victory cannot blossom'
      


